
Reimagining the CMO’s brief for 2016
A fictive brief from Google trying to outline what CMOs should be asking for in 2016



Preface

If we were a CMO today, 
what would our 2016 brief 
to our marketing team and 
key partners look like?

“Many CMOs are probably working on locking down the 
details of their 2016 plans with their agency partners and 
other important stakeholders, and for many it will be an 
iterative process until January to create the plan going 
into 2016.

At Google we're often very opportunistic about "all great 
opportunities" companies have as a result of the digital world 
we live in. That said, we want to always try to bring it down and 
make it as concrete and helpful as possible. As such we 
thought we would do some role playing and put on the CMO 
hat for a moment and share an example of what our brief to 
our business partners would look like if we were the CMO of in 
this case a fictive travel company called “We are locals”.

Take it for what it is, keep an open mind, and hopefully it will at 
least be one of many stimuli in your work with setting yourself 
up for success for 2016. Even if you work at a company that 
doesn’t work with annual planning cycles, the principles in this 
brief are equally applicable.

Johan Eriksson, Solutions & Innovation Leader
Google Northern Europe

Preface



2016 Sales & 
Marketing Brief
From: Nikolaj Thonbo - CMO
We are locals, a travel company

MediaManiac (media agency) 
CreativeCrescendo (creative agency)
UnderDog (PR agency)
Optimizer (performance agency)
The Bar (internal creative department)
Google (media partner)

Plus our Sales & Marketing departments



Most important:

If nothing else, we have to test-
and-learn faster than our 

competitors



Introduction



Background
2015 has been a great year with highlights: 

● Top line revenue growth is at +35% YoY 
● Value share growth at the expense of competition in strategic markets
● Profitability is on plan and ahead of market expectations

However we don't yet have a sufficiently fast paced learning 
organization to win along the full consumer journey. We are briefing all 
of our agencies and strategic stakeholders for you to recommend how to deliver on the 
brief, but also how to become a more agile organisation.

Be 100% transparent, bring your biggest and most transformational ideas to the table. 

We count on you to win.



2016 Objectives

Financial Drive topline revenue growth +50% vs YA profitably (min >0% profit)  
Grow penetration/customer base +50% vs YA 
Source of volume: 30% market growth and 70% taking business from 
competitors in weekend travel segment

CRM Grow reach of owned media by +40% vs YA
Innovation Establish most efficient and fastest learning organization and ecosystem in 

the industry (number of tests +200% vs YA, share of investments/resources 
in innovation =30%), fueled by programmatic (50%+ of digital investments)

Publicity Make us famous in our industry, ix 300 in number of public posts (private 
& press) vs closest competitor

Satisfaction Partner & employee satisfaction at 90%+



Principles
We will always consider how multi-screen can make things better
Mobile is a vital part of all of our marketing today, and it will play an even more important role for 
tomorrow. We need to always consider how a multi-screen approach can help make the consumer 
experience better. We encourage you to really understand each screen’s role in our customer’s 
journeys and take a starting point in that understanding. We will pay particular attention to review 
our mobile experience in all business reviews and table-top reviews of campaigns.

We count on you role-modeling collaboration 
We are one team made of different companies with capabilities that complement 
each other, and we need to always act as such. Flag any lack of clarity ASAP. 

We will always be transparent
We cannot afford politics. The last thing we need is another smiling and waving yes-sayer. You have 
already proven yourself to be great. There is no need to try to over-shine each other. Instead, show 
yourself as vulnerable, us included. We win as a team.



Deliverables

Marketing Plan 1. How does everything we do fit together? 
    Present a clear outline of the marketing plan ecosystem, our 
    content calendar and media plan.

Business Dashboard 2. We want everyone in our company to be able to follow our
entire business & communication on one mobile-friendly
dashboard. Sales data, media data etc, all in one place available 
to all our employees on their phone.

Operational Process 3. Outline how we will learn faster than competition. 
Who meets and how often?
Who brings what data for what type of decisions?



Who and How



Who to address?

In 2016 we will not specify a 
target group

● Using signals we want to take a fresh look at 
our target group based on relevance and 
audience behaviour

● We cannot overly rely on just one slice of 
people: our target growth rate requires new 
customers by driving penetration

Help us understand what audiences are 
disproportionately relevant by using signals.

How do we learn more  
about our potential 
customers in the first four 
weeks than we've learned 
since we started our 
business 12 years ago? 



We have two things that should 
always be the guide for what we say: 
Who we are and How we talk



Who we are (1/3)

We are locals. We fundamentally believe that when you 
go somewhere you will get the most out of the 
experience if you get to know the place you visit. 

We also believe that the people who know a place best, 
and consequently are best equipped to let you get to 
know it as well, are the locals. 

We started “We are locals” because we wanted to move 
beyond the tourist facade that after some time made 
our trips so shallow and distanced us from the places 
we visited despite being on the ground. 

This is our story that 
should be the red thread 
through everything we do.
This is why we are in business.



Who we are (2/3)

Whenever we went somewhere to visit a friend it was 
different. It was our ticket beyond the facade. Enabling 
you to get that experience of being a local is why we 
get up in the morning. 

That is why our ratings & reviews are not by tourists, 
but by locals. That is why you can get a local to chat 
with in preparing your trip, and even host you during 
the trip. 

That is why all our staff on the ground in every 
destination are locals. We take it so far as to saying 
that our business stands and falls with our 
relationships with locals. 

This is our story that 
should be the red thread 
through everything we do.
This is why we are in business.



Who we are (3/3)

We believe that those relationships, and a deeper 
understanding of each other all around our beautiful 
planet is ultimately a good thing. 

A thing that turns fear into understanding and conflict 
into cooperation. We are part of driving that. We are 
part of making your experience amazing wherever you 
want to go. 

We are locals.This is our story that 
should be the red thread 
through everything we do.
This is why we are in business.



How we talk 

★ Most importantly: Do we clearly show our 
brand from 1st second to last? If people don’t 
understand that it’s us, they won’t buy from us. 
Simple as that.

★ Does it provide entertainment and/or utility value?

★ Have you considered all types of content?

★ Does it stand-out/is it unexpected? For real?

★ Is the benefit clear & simple to understand?

★ Is it easy to take action? Do I have a clear choice 
what to do next?

This is our checklist 
for every single piece of 
communication with our 
name on it. From Apps to 
display ads to PR outreach 
to social posts.  



How we talk / How we use the checklist

Branding  We will watch any part of the content and our brand should be visible. We will 
also watch the whole thing and judge if it’s true to “Who we are”.

Entertainment We will put your content among the most entertaining content (not just ads) 
and see if it performs.

Utility We will ask 10 random people if it teaches them something they didn’t know. 
If 10 answers yes it passes.

Content formats For every piece of content we will ask you what other formats you considered 
and why you concluded that this format was the best.

Stand-out Before looking at the content we will keep our eyes closed and guess 
approximately what it will look like. If we’re right it doesn’t pass.

Benefit We will ask 10 random people what the benefit was after looking at the 
content. If 10 answers with the intended benefit it passes.

Call-to-action We will for each piece of content try to do two things: 1) Learn more and          
2) Buy. If we can easily do both it passes.



Content



What content
to produce

● Hero advertising  
CreativeCrescendo to lead

● Dynamic creatives 
TheBar to lead

● Content projects  
CreativeCrescendo to lead



Hero advertising

We want to launch one hero ad per quarter. 
This should be an extraordinary benefit 
demonstration of who we are. Something that 
really moves people and make them experience 
our brand, cutting through the clutter.

(CreativeCrescendo to lead)

Please note: Collaboration required 
by all partners on all deliverables  
 

Great inspiration from Volvo that we love



Dynamic creatives

To enable us to fully leverage the power of 
programmatic we have to make dynamic creatives a 
competitive advantage. 

We need hundreds of ads that are dynamic in terms 
of what product we hero, which message we push, 
what call-to-action we add etc, creating thousands 
of messaging options we test continuously. 

The signals people give us and in what sub-
segments they end up should influence what 
dynamic creative is served to them. So for every 
part of the content calendar, ensure there is a plan 
for how to take it out to dynamic creatives serving 
all sub-audiences we identify over time.

(TheBar to lead)
Please note: Collaboration required 
by all partners on all deliverables  
 



Content projects

We want you to recommend a couple of bigger 
content projects that we can invest in, such as 
creating a totally new App that brings value to 
travelers, or a bank of travel video content of sorts. 

These projects should be long-term sustainable and 
a new leg in our content strategy that we need to 
expand and improve every year to deserve more 
attention from consumers.

(CreativeCrescendo to lead)

Please note: Collaboration required 
by all partners on all deliverables  
 



Distribution



How to get the  
message across
1. Stick to one common KPI 

structure
All the way from the CFO to the community
manager

2. Start with programmatic
Used right, programmatic is the most efficient
way to communicate, so it makes sense to start
there

3. Start with always-on, then 
campaigns
People take interest in our industry every
day, we want to start by capturing these low 
hanging fruits

We believe in 
the following principles 
that should be reflected 
in the media plan  
 



Programmatic
Great news is that we have Oddgeir Garnes as our new dedicated head of programmatic 
that will ensure we make automated media a competitive advantage. Some of the principles you should 
already now start to plan for below.

Use the best full stack solution
Anything but the best technology is insufficient to complement the great people we already have and aim to 
continue to recruit. Review and assess the sum of all programmatic components since at the end of the day 
it’s the sum we will use.

We own the data
We’ve done different programmatic tests to date, and moving forward it’s important that we
own 100% of the data. This also includes transparency of where our ads are being placed.

Operationalize learning
You need to ensure we together learn continuously from our automated ecosystem for how to more 
efficiently move towards 1:1 marketing and get the right ad to the right person at the right time. If we don’t 
learn from all the data, the benefits of programmatic will only be theoretical.



How to get the  
message across
4. No content without distribution

If we create a video and it gets 5,000 views it was
probable a waste of time, ensure every piece of
content comes with a significant distribution
strategy. We need to reach many people to sell
many tips.

5. Always mix any traditional 
media with digital
This is a moving target, ensure we always hit the
sweet-spot of for example mix between TV and
online video.

6. Always use PR

We believe in 
the following principles 
that should be reflected 
in the media plan  
 



We evaluate all media, whether 
it's TV advertising, search engine 
marketing or community management 
of social media by looking at these 
parameters: Reach, Impact & Cost



Reach & Cost

Reach & Cost are often the easier of the three 
parameters to evaluate

Reach 
How many people get the 
message via the media (net reach)
We know deduplication is tricky,
but let’s do our best

Cost 
What we need to invest per 
contact in that media

 



Impact 
There is no industry standard for “impact”, or “quality per contact”. That doesn’t mean that it’s not very important. 
We want to start somewhere, and for 2016 consider two things:
● Maximize viewability - Since the viewability is so different between different media, even within the same 

media type. For example, YouTube has 91% average viewability while online video on average is at 54%, 
that difference of course needs to be taken into account.

● Test and learn via quantitative tests what impact different media has - Today lots of media is 
measurable, let’s benefit from that.

Things that judgmentally will impact the quality per contact that you should take into consideration are:
● Is it a forward or backward leaning media?
● How many ads are shown? I.e. how cluttered is the context?
● Can we do remarketing on it?
● What is the creative freedom we give?
● Is the inventory available for programmatic buying?
● Etc… you get the point.

The same standard goes for all media.



Success measures



Success Measures - Customer Journey

Simple is smart. See Appendix for definitions and further rationale.

Stage
KPI Strategy to build a competitive 

advantageIn-process Output

See
(everyone that could buy a trip)

>60% Reach
>30% Share of Voice (SoV) +10%pts Awareness

Drive fast brand recognition (we should always be 
recognized in less than a second), enabling us to over 
time get more awareness for the same investment

Think
(everyone that started to 

research trips)

100% Reach among people 
researching trips (incl our 
remarketing lists for this)

+20%pts Branded searches Continuously expand our content, enabling increased 
relevance when people research

Do
(everyone that are ready to buy 

now)

100% Reach among people 
ready to buy

+50% YoY Revenue growth at 
>0% Profitability

(This KPI is owned and set by our CFO to 
ensure alignment with our shareholder 

commitments)

Optimize conversions, leading to lower cost per 
acquisition at final stage

Care
(existing customers)

100% Reach among existing 
customers (all available in a 

remarketing list)
+10%pts Repurchase rate Increase reach of our owned (free) media such as 

emails and Apps to save money over time



Other KPIs

CRM We have our owned media linked to our database, for example e-mail lists, social etc. 
As owned media can be a competitive advantage or competitive disadvantage we want 
to deliberately grow the penetration of our database by 40% during 2016.

Innovation In addition to the business KPIs we want to have 
organizational KPIs around innovation, specifically:

% of budget and time spent on innovation
30% of budget and time spent on innovation projects
(10%pts trials, 20%pts scaled innovation)

Number of tests - 200% more tests vs YA



Other KPIs (Continued)

Publicity Famous brands benefits from sharing of earned media, talent attraction etc. We want
to be famous in an industry without any really edgy brands. The target we have
initially set is ix 300 in number of public posts (private people & press) vs closest 
competitor.

Satisfaction To ensure a long-term sustainable way of working together we want to assess
satisfaction.

● Partner satisfaction - We want all of you to name us your best customer. If you 
don’t we still have work to do on our side. As such we will be running a quarterly 
survey with you where we beg you to be 100% transparent about the ups and 
downs of working with us. Only by getting the truth on the table can we all become 
better. We truly consider feedback a gift.

● Employee satisfaction - Just as we want to be your best customer we want our 
employees to assess you as amazing partners. Also a quarterly survey.

In both cases we want satisfaction to be >90%



Tracking dashboard

Enable us to track everything in one dashboard on the phone 
while on the loo streaming Game of Thrones



Testing & learning



Test-and-learn
We will have one learning plan across the organization shared 
transparently with all stakeholders. If people don’t know what we want 
to learn, how could we learn it?
We must test-and-learn faster than competition. Below an example of what the learning plan could look like.

Category We want to learn Owner Link to 
action plan

Content What content types drives most sales (impact) for least money? TBC TBC

Content Where to place the product, price, image etc in dynamic display ads? TBC TBC

Owned media What consumer journey drives most sign-ups to our CRM system? TBC TBC

Etc...



Test-and-learn
Recommended test budget structure
We must test-and-learn faster than competition. Below an example of what the learning plan could look like.

10% of Marketing budget: Innovation trials

20% of Marketing budget: Scaled innovation trials

70% of Marketing budget: Qualified marketing plan

Experiments on parts of the business, 
trying things we haven’t tried before

Taking well-working innovation trials and 
scaling them across a major part of the 
business, still monitoring them closely

Our qualified marketing plan, including all 
marketing and media activities



Budget & next steps



Budget
We want to over time move towards 100% dynamic budgets. This will take a starting point in what 
financial commitments we have towards our owners, where as long as they are fulfilled we will be able to fund 
additional investments. 2016 will be a year of expansion, where we have agreed an initial target of +50% top-line 
growth vs YA at more than 0% profit. This means that as long as the plan is a tad above breakeven we will fund it. 
We cannot set financial targets and then not afford to win, so there will be no budget cap for plans falling within 
these financial frames.

When doing some rough math around what this could mean in terms of marketing budget as a percentage of 
revenue, we expect our overall marketing budget to increase at least from 12% to 18% of our revenue. Assuming 
we hit our +50% top-line growth target, this means that the marketing budget will grow ix 225.

So, please come back with your initial budget estimations, knowing that we will remain flexible throughout the 
year.

Also, we have an ambition to target X% of total investment in mobile to ensure 
we lead, not follow, in this area



Next steps & timings

When What Who

September 1 Brief submitted N Thonbo (CMO)

October 1 Review draft ecosystem for how it all fits together Marketing team
Review draft content calendar CreativeCrescendo
Review draft media plan MediaManiac
Review draft dashboard MediaManiac & Optimizer 
Review draft operational process Marketing team

November 1 Lock-in ecosystem, content calendar, media plan Marketing team + Agencies
Lock-in operational process Marketing team + TheBar

December 1 Dashboard live Optimizer



Thank you

From: Nikolaj Thonbo - CMO
We are locals, a travel company



Appendix - KPI rationale 
Reach: You need to reach people with your message if you expect to drive a change in behavior. You need to ensure that reach takes viewability into account, since reaching someone with a message 
they cannot see doesn’t count. Also, don’t build frequency. If we need high frequency to build awareness we should create better content. Frequency is not a KPI, but should be capped as much as our 
creative allows it to be.

SoV: 50% reach is great if competition reaches 20%, but if competition reaches 70% you will on average have fewer people thinking about you, meaning a competitive disadvantage.

Awareness: You want people to think about you, your product, the benefits you provide etc as it increases the likelihood of sales when people start to become interested in buying something from your 
industry. This is often referred to as “mental availability”.

Reach of people with some commercial intent: You need to decide which signals you deem as qualifying for commercial intent and gather all of that in a remarketing list. It can be people visiting your 
site, choosing to see a video, downloading an App etc.

Brand searches: When people start to have some commercial intent and “look around”, you don’t want them to look for competition or the industry in general, you want them to look for you. When 
people look for you directly you are always better off, for example in search marketing you increase profitability by increasing your share of branded searches.

Reach of people with loads of commercial intent: Just as in Think stage, you need to decide which signals you deem as qualifying for loads of commercial intent and gather all of that in a remarketing 
list. It can be people putting something in the basket but leaving it without checking out, people searching for “buy” + something etc.

The most important financial KPI: Every business has one or multiple owners that you’ve agreed with what the most important financial KPI is. It’s often either top-line revenue growth or bottom-line 
profit, or a combination of the two. What is important here is that all actions that you do, including your communication efforts, are optimized towards your most important financial KPI. Anything else 
would lead to sub-optimization. Many businesses still optimize their search marketing towards a Cost Per Acquisition (CPA) target, despite that there are very few companies that have promised a low 
CPA to their owners. In this regards the CFO should set the output KPI for the Do stage as they are on top of what the most important financial KPI is.

Reach of existing customers: You most probably have a CRM system of sorts where you collect your existing customers. At Care stage you want to reach them with a message to remind them of you. 
We probably don’t need a lot of paid media here though. When we reach these people via our own channels, they should of course be removed via negative remarketing from our paid media efforts at 
See stage to be able to reinvest these money elsewhere. Considering that we have approximately 10% volume share in the weekend destination market we should be able to save 10% of our media 
budget by using negative remarketing.

Repeat purchase rate: To have your customers buy from you again is a good sign that they appreciated your product and experience with your business. That said, it’s more a testimony to a great 
product than a successful communication plan or loyalty program.


